An atomistic model and key parameters for devising single molecular nanowire sensors.
Based on one impurity model Hamiltonian describing a nanowire upon adsorption of a molecule, we obtain an analytical formula of the conductance which is governed clearly by modulating key parameters. The formula shows that the conductance change in nanowire upon adsorption of a molecule is mainly controlled by three factors, electron hopping between adsorbed molecule and nanowire, chemical potential, and the change of atomic configurations of the nanowires near the adsorption site. Conductance is very sensitive to the choice of these key parameters; therefore, a proper nanowire system that renders matched chemical potential as well as hopping strength between the nanowire and the adsorbed molecule should be devised for the sensor applications. Our model calculations give similar conductance features to the conductance obtained by the first principle calculations for a singe-molecule-adsorbed molecular wire. It is worthy of note that the system can be in antiresonance, which is characterized by a quick drop in conductance when a molecule is adsorbed on the nanowires.